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Patria- native country, homeland 

There were rolling emerald mountains under a sapphire blue sky. Within the leaves             

there were rainbows of flowers that would flourish in the spring. Crimson roses would sprout               

alongside dusty dirt roads that were maintained by passing cars and the villagers’ foot traffic.               

Although there was no pavement the roads were clear, unless one ventured further from the               

village. There, the center of the pathways would sprout a middle strip of green where nature                

held onto every bit of its territory. Everyone was either related, had been lifelong friends, or                

had known of each other from a friend or relative⏤there were no absolute strangers. On               

Valentine's Day the young single teens would gather at the plaza and line up according to                

gender. As the male and female lines ran parallel to each other, the boys, with strips of ripped                  

up and colorful paper, would throw their handful at the girl who they wanted to be their                 

Valentine. In the hot and arid summer months refuge was found in the mountain springs               

where the water, filtered for centuries through roots and rocks, was so clean that the sites                

were called “donde nace la agua,” where the water is born. That pure water flowed into                

masonry pools that sat deep in the mountainsides along with trees, shrubbery, and the              

occasional cactus. 

My hometown is formally referred to as Cotija de la Paz (Cotija of the Peace). Local                

history dictates that in 1790 the governor of the state of Michoacan came to visit Cotija. He                 

saw that the people of Cotija did not care for wealth gained from politics; instead they valued                 

peace, order, tranquility and progress. So he changed the official name of the town from               

Cotija, to Cotija de la Paz. 

This was my Garden of Eden⏤Cotija, Michoacan⏤as described by my mother, father,            

and the few scattered pictures and home videos we have of our past life. When I was almost 4                   



we left our simple and impoverished life in Mexico to pursue the American dream. We have                

never been able to return because we entered the country undocumented. It was a horrible               

time to leave; had we left earlier I would not have the small internal recollections of our past                  

life that stab at my heart and exclaim “home! home!” every time a warm summer breeze                

blankets itself around me like the mountain gusts of Mexico. “If only we would have stayed a                 

little longer, that way you would at least have some memory of what it was like,” my mother                  

would say as she watched the annual Independence Day ceremony through the television.  

On september the 16th, Mexican independence day, the Mexican president stands on            

the balcony of the Zocalo (presidential palace) and proclaims the names of the nation’s              

revolutionary heros. At each exclamation of the names of national heroes like Morelos and              

Father Hidalgo, the multitudes of citizens outside on the plaza sonorously reply “Viva!”             

(long live). This event is broadcast throughout all of Latin American television. 

If only my mother was right. Sadly, I faintly remember what Mexico was like. When I                

think back to my very first memories, the very earliest things I can remember, I can recall                 

asking to go with my grandfather to visit the family farm. That’s it. That is my clearest and                  

most concrete memory of my origins. It is a complete mystery what the actual visit was like.                 

The time I met my father when he returned from America after working menial jobs to                

support my mother and me from afar is something I can only try to imagine, not remember.                 

Even our dog Max, a huge and kind-hearted rottweiler who was my first friend and loyal                

companion, I can only begin to remember after seeing him in a video. The texture of his fur                  

and the wetness of his licks are something I will never remember and henceforth never know.                

I feel a tremendous grief because although my brain cannot remember him, my heart knows               

the loss.  



Sometimes, I search it, Cotija, on the Internet. I do so in an attempt to reconnect with                  

my birthplace and the happiness I could remember being so immense but that I have never                

felt since, despite all the poverty. I do so half hoping that somehow it will trigger a forgotten                  

memory that will take me, if only for a moment, to the bliss of being in my lost home.  

I have treasured my short and simple memory throughout my life here in America. It               

has been the only reliable memory. Especially during the summer, when sunshine fills the air               

the way it did in Mexico and the trees are at their most green. Often, standing at a park during                    

a family barbeque I momentarily remember when I stood only about two feet on a mostly                

gravel road. The summer winds whose smell and warmth is not quite the same but close                

enough, allow my mind to visit where I cannot go. 

According to the ancient Aztec codex, the creator god Quetzalcoatl (feathered           

serpent) came from the west of central Mexico, where Michoacán is. Quetzalcoatl is the god               

of two things: he is the god of wisdom and he is the god of wind. 

The part of the memory I most cherish was the feeling, not of going to my                 

grandfather’s farm, but the feeling of that time in my life. It was a time long before the world                   

began to incrementally put weights on me. Before leaving everything for the promise of a               

better life, before my parents gave me speeches to prepare me in case of deportation, and                

before I felt out of place in the foreign country I was raised in. Before I grew up with the                    

cruel and dehumanizing labels of “illegal” and “alien.” I spent all my birthday wishes on               

going back to Mexico long after I forgot specific events and faces, because I never forgot the                 

careless liberation that my few sporadic memories gave me a small taste of. At least that has                 

always stuck with me. My hope was always, and still is, that I can one day return and reclaim                   

the pieces of myself that I lost so long ago.  

“Beyond myself, somewhere, I wait for my arrival.”- Octavio Paz , Mexican Poet. 



I was in my overalls facing the door of our house, a small extension of my                

grandparents’ home. It was all but a kitchen with a tiny stove and a small bedroom mostly                 

occupied by a queen- sized bed and a few dressers and cabinets, with little space to walk. My                  

mother has also told me that there was a certain point when in order to hang up our family                   

pictures she would cover them in plastic wrap and frame the edges with tape: picture frames                

at that time were an expensive commodity. In fact, the act of having photos taken was                

reserved for special days or memorable outings. She was proud of her ingenuity because in a                

life where necessities were scarce she could bring a sense, or at least the idea, of luxury to our                   

humble house.  

The smell of the dry dust kicked up every time a car passed by. The side of our house                   

was barren⏤no porch or elaborate doorway, only a bare wall interrupted by a small door and                

some windows to the left of it. A small concrete square at the base of the door served as a                    

step and some patches of grass adorned the outside of the house. It was a serenely bright day                  

and the vivid dark green of the grass and weeds contrasted with the white walls of the house                  

and grey dirt and gravel roads.  

Our home in Mexico is in a removed outskirt neighborhood of Cotija called “La              

Esperanza” in english it means hope or expectation. It has less than 500 inhabitants.  

My grandfather had pulled up his old pickup truck by the side of the house. It’s rough                 

exterior shell was corroded behind the tires from years of driving through mud. I can’t               

remember the color of the truck but I remember it being faded. He smiled and surprised me                 

with the offer to visit the farm. I can remember feeling how momentous this event was; most                 

of my time was spent inside or around the household with my family and neighbors. I can                 

remember the fear I felt in asking my mom to go. I didn’t want to face her rejection face to                    

face and my grandfather was about to go so there was a sense of urgency. I yelled, at the top                    



of my lungs. Although I cannot remember my exact question, I can faintly remember having               

a hard time annunciating the name of where the farm was “Arumbaro”. I was tiny, and so                 

was my voice, but I felt as if the whole world could hear my yells as I asked my mom.  

After some thought and negotiation through the doorway concerning when I would be             

back and where exactly we were going, my mother agreed. I remember the excitement: it was                

as if my mother had given me a ticket for a grand adventure. She was wary of my visit. The                    

farm was in the more rural part of the valley that our village was situated in, on a lush                   

mountainside near a summit. She wanted to make sure we got back well before sunset when                

the coyotes and racoons would begin to roam. She probably felt that the less time I spent in                  

the farm the less likely it was that something would happen to me. I can imagine her saying                  

“you’re too young to go!” 

The last thing I remember from that day was sitting in the front passenger seat of the                 

truck watching the distant hills and mountains that surrounded our village slowly make their              

way across the car window. They seemed to simply rise up from the ground like great green                 

walls blocking the rest of the world off, but I had no concept of that⏤our village was my                  

world. Their immensity was diminished at distance and still I felt small. To this day, I find                 

comfort from the sight of mountains and out of nowhere a sense of deep admiration as if even                  

my subconscious yearns to go to the home I cannot return to. 

Aztec history dictates that they were once a nomadic people from a land north of the                

valley of Mexico called Aztlan. Their prophecy foretold that they would find their rightful              

home when they saw an eagle atop a prickly pear cactus devouring a snake. They saw their                 

sign on an island in lake Texcoco and created the city of Tenochtitlan. Today, Mexico City                

sits atop the ruins of Tenochtitlan and the eagle devouring the snake is the central symbol in                 

the country’s flag. 



I looked across the dated car to my grandfather and saw his forearm resting              

horizontally on the open window of the car door. My grandfather, with his huge worn hands                

and his dark and unruly wavy hair like that of my father and I, was notably happy. He was                   

smiling through his deep wrinkles and squinted eyes from all the years of sun and work in the                  

fields. He was excited to steal away his, at the time, only grandchild to the family farm. Even                  

now, when he comes to visit, his eyes still look upon me like I am that same cherished                  

toddler. I proceeded to emulate my grandfather who I admired for breaking me out of the                

boredom of the house. My arm, rested on the window, was raised to my chin level and I felt                   

the warm but refreshing breeze sweep across my forearm. The clean and natural-smelling air              

filled my lungs as I heard it whisper and wisp past my ears. I cannot go and hear or smell or                     

feel that wind, but when a warm summer breeze passes⏤I can try my best to remember it. 

 


